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BACKGROUND
In June 2016 Harrington McAvan Ltd. made applications under the Aggregate Resources Act
and the Planning Act on behalf of 2329059 Ontario Ltd. to permit the development of a quarry.
The initial proposal outlined a licensed area of 98.5 hectares (236 acres) with extraction
proposed on a portion, 81 hectares (200 acres) of the subject lands. Through review and
consultation, the proposed licensed area has been refined to 59.7 hectares (147.5 acres) with
the proposed area of extraction reduced to 46.9 hectares (116 acres). The reduced area
removed the westerly portion of the property from the proposed area to the licensed.
The quarry operations would consist of two general product categories: dimension stone for
general landscaping purposes; and aggregates for construction use. Removal of dimension stone
will be conducted by mechanical means, but may also employ occasional low-intensity blasting in
order to loosen rock faces. The extraction of construction aggregates will require drilling, blasting,
crushing and possibly washing of the crushed material to create various marketable commodities.
The site will be rehabilitated to forest using tree species native to the area, as well as areas of
meadow, talus slope and exposed bedrock.
The Rockridge Quarry lands are currently designated as Agricultural (A) in the Official Plan. The
lands are also identified in the Official Plan as a Secondary Mineral Resource Area. The Rockridge
site is identified on Schedule ‘C’ of the Trent Lakes Official Plan within a Mineral Aggregate
Resource Area. The applicant has submitted an application to designate the lands as “Aggregate
Resource Extraction”.
The area to be licensed is currently zoned ‘RU-12’ (Rural) according to the Trent Lakes Zoning By-law.
An application for amendment the zoning by-law has been filed, and proposes to change the zoning
to ‘EX’ (Extractive Industrial). The proposed quarry uses are consistent with the permitted uses in
the EX zone.

The “Rock Ridge Quarry” applications were supported by the following technical reports
submitted by the applicant:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

“Natural Environment Technical Report: Level l & ll” prepared by Niblett Environmental
“Hydrogeologic Assessment” prepared by WSPGroup
“Noise Impact Study” prepared by Valcoustics Canada Ltd.
“Blast Impact Study” prepared by Explotech Engineering Ltd.
“Summary Statement” prepared by WSP Group
“Aggregate Resources Act Site Plans” prepared by Harrington McAvan Ltd.
“Archaeological Assessment” prepared by WSP Group

The application and associated technical reports were reviewed and/or peer reviewed by the
County of Peterborough, the Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry (MNRF), and the
Ministry of Environment, Conservation and Parks (MECP).

A public information session was hosted by the applicant in 2016 to address questions and
concerns from public. There have also been numerous meetings with groups and individuals
who have an interest in the application over the past 4 years. These include: Ministry of Natural
Resources and Forestry staff, local citizens who have filed an objection to the licence
application, peer review consultants, and staff from Curve Lake First Nation.
Through the consultation and review process, which included peer review of the technical
reports, the applicant made a number of modifications to the proposal in response to questions
that were raised. This includes the following key changes to the initial proposal:
-

The extraction area has been reduced to provide greater separation from wetlands,
surface water features, nearby residents and those traveling along County Road 507.

-

Additional on-site monitoring wells have been installed.

-

The monitoring frequency of on-site monitoring wells has been increased.

-

The final mining depth has been raised to provide greater separation to the established
water table.

-

A screening berm, originally proposed to be located along the frontage of County Road
507, has been relocated into the interior of the site where, in conjunction with existing
tree cover, will provide more effective noise mitigation. In addition, the “view-scape”
along County Road 507 will remain unchanged, as the requirement for a berm adjacent
the traveled roadway is no longer required.

All of the recommended revisions, including some additional technical recommendations, are
reflected on the updated Site Plans, dated March 2020. These plans are attached as Appendix 1
to this report.
Since the time the applications were originally filed, some policy changes have come into effect,
including a new Provincial Policy Statement (PPS 2020). The County of Peterborough has also
initiated a project to update the Official Plan. Once approved, this will replace the current
Township Official Plan. The project is still in early stages, and for the purposes of this
application, the policies of the existing Official Plan for the Township and County are in effect.
Please refer to the Planning Justification Report, dated May 2017 for a discussion of the Official
Plan policies as they relate to this proposal.
This Planning Addendum Report has been prepared to address the changes to the PPS and
assess the conformity of the revised applications with current provincial and local planning
policies. The Report should be read in conjunction with the previously filed applications, and
relevant supporting reports and information.

PROVINCIAL POLICY STATEMENT 2020 (PPS 2020)
The Minister of Municipal Affairs and Housing, under Section 3 of the Planning Act, can issue
policy statements that provide direction to other ministries, municipalities and agencies on
matters of provincial interest as they relate to land use planning. These policy statements are
developed in consultation with other ministries and are updated from time to time. The latest
PPS came into effect on May 1, 2020 and any land use decision by any authority that affects a
planning matter must be consistent with the PPS.
The Provincial Policy Statement provides a policy-led planning approach that recognizes the
complex inter-relationship among environmental, economic and social factors in land use
planning. The PPS supports a comprehensive, integrates and long-term approach to planning
and recognizes linkages among policy areas. (Part III)
The PPS recognizes that the Province’s natural heritage resources, water, agricultural lands,
mineral aggregate resources, cultural heritage and archaeological resources provide important
environmental, economic and social benefits. The wise use and management of these
resources over the long term is a key provincial interest. The province must ensure that its
resources are managed in a sustainable way to conserve biodiversity, protect essential
ecological processes and public health and safety, provide for the production of food and fiber,
minimize environmental and social impacts and meet its long term economic needs. (PPS, Part
IV)
The subject property contains resources which are of provincial significance: a high quality
aggregate resource, and natural heritage features. The operations and progressive
rehabilitation plans, have been designed to achieve the balance required to manage these
overlapping provincial interests. The proposal will provide for access to provincially significant
mineral aggregate resource, while ensuring the protection of natural heritage features through
operations and rehabilitation of the site.
Changes from PPS 2014
On February 28, 2020 the Province issued a new Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) to replace
the 2014 PPS. The new PPS takes effect May 1, 2020. The new PPS applies to any existing
Planning Act application where a final decision has not been made.
The majority of the changes to the PPS are focused on housing and employment areas. As it
relates to natural heritage resources, water, agricultural and mineral aggregate resources, the
new PPS is essentially unchanged from the 2014 PPS. The 2020 PPS recognizes the importance
of mineral aggregate resources and the policies continue to promote the protection of mineral
aggregate resources close to market. One notable change related to the mineral aggregate
polices of the PPS is confirmation that “where the Aggregate Resources Act applies, only
processes under the Aggregate Resources Act shall address the depth of extraction of new or

existing mineral aggregate operations.”
The PPS 2020 also clarifies the requirement for consultation with Aboriginal communities on
planning matters when section 35 Aboriginal or treaty rights are affected. This language is
changed from to “shall” and provides certainty as to when consultation with an Aboriginal
community shall be required.
PPS 2020 Summary
Based on the foregoing, the proposed Rock Ridge Quarry is consistent with the policies of the
Provincial Policy Statement 2020.

CONCLUSIONS
The proposed application has been reviewed by County staff, together with their peer review
consultants, and applicable review agencies. The applicant has revised the application in
response to public and agency comments. The proposed application is consistent with the
Provincial Policy Statement, conforms to the Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe
and the County of Peterborough Official Plan. Based on the foregoing, the proposed application
is in the public interest and represents good planning.

APPENDIX 1
Aggregate Resources Act Site Plans

